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Abstract

Generalizing the TEMPEST HDTD Electromagnetic Simulation Program

by

Tom Pistor

University of California at Berkeley

Professor Andrew R. Neureuther, Research Advisor

The finite-difference time-domain electromagnetic simulation program TEMPEST has been general
ized and made more effective for analysis of 3D topography scattering effects in optical lithography.
The Perfectly Matched Layer boundary condition for the truncation of finite-difference time-domain
simulation domains has been added to TEMPEST allowing the simulation of isolated topographies.
This addition required the generalization and improvement of several features of the TEMPEST pro
gram. The most notable generalization is the addition of the ability to solve different updating equa
tions for different nodes. This allows more memory and computational resources to be devoted to
nodes representing complicated materials (such as PML) and not wasted on nodes where they are not
required. The updating equations for various materials are compared in terms of their computational
intensities (required memory/node and computations/node/update) and it is concluded that significant
memory and time savings are achieved. The domain excitation procedure has been modified to allow
multiple point and plane sources while the convergence checking algorithm has been improved by
considering the entire domain rather than a single plane of nodes thus reducing the possibility of false
convergences. Various test simulations were run to demonstrate the effectiveness of the PML bound
ary condition and the TEMPEST program in lithography applications.
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction

1.1 TEMPEST

TEMPEST is a computer program written and developed at Berkeley to simulate elec
tromagnetic scattering problems seen in photolithograpliy.[l][2][3] These problems
include reflective notching from wafer topography, mask simulation, optical imaging,
dynamic resist bleaching and optical inspection. The Maxwell equations are solved by
the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method similar to that proposed by Yee[4].

The FDTD method involves spacially and temporally discretizing the simulation
domain and consequently requires large amounts of memory and processor time. The
original versions of TEMPEST (v^ions 1 and 2) solved only two dimensional pmodic
structures and ran on the massively parallel computer architecture of the Thinking
Machines Coip. Connection Machine.[1][2] Lat^ developments enabled fiill three
dimensional simulation (v^ion 3) and portation of the code to the (more convenient)
workstation architecture (version 4).[3] But, lacking in all these versions is the capabil
ity to simulate fully isolated structures.

Simulation of isolated topographies requires the use of absorbing boundary conditions
on all six faces of the three dimensional rectangular simulation domain. A serious draw
back of past versions of TEMPEST is that the user cannot place absorbing boundary
conditions on all six faces of the domain (only at the top and bottom) and thus only
structures periodic in the x and y directions could be simulated. A secondary drawback
of the past versions of TEMPEST is that the boundary conditions avail^le are not the
most modem. Recently, a new and promising boundary condition, PML, has been
invented[5] which introduces less reflections for a greater range of angles of incidence.
The primary motive for the development of TEMPEST S.O was addressing problems in
reflective notching which required significant improvements such as the implementation
of this new boundary condition.
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Implementation of the PML boundary condition necessitated the generalization and
reformulationof many parts of TEMPEST. As a result, many "side effect" improve
ments have been made along the way. The evolutionof version S.O followsa sequence
of causes and effects:

• The requirement to simulate anisotropic and magnetic materials forced TEMPEST
to solve a more general fmn of the Maxwell Equations. (Chapter 2)

• Because the more general form of the Maxwell Equations were much more compu
tation intensive than the ones currently being used, the ability to use different (more
or less general) equations at different nodes was required. This in turn led to a mem
ory restructuring and savings making the TEMPEST code mme efficient ovoall.

• The use of PMLforced the r^sitioning of the excitationplane, the convergence
checking plane and the previously implemented boundary conditions. This was
motivation for the generalizationand reformulationof the excitation, convergence
checking and boundary condition procedures in TEMPEST. (Chapters 3 and 4)

Fortunately, in following full circle through the more complex PML media, localized
representations and algorithims lead to a code whichrequires less memory, operates
more efficiently and has the added benefit of localized source excitations.

This report attempts to present both the underlying theory and the implementational
aspects related to the major improvements made for TEMPEST version S.O. It is not so
much a philosophical dissertation on the FDTD simulation ofelectromagnetism as it is a
practical document designed to explain what changes were made to the program and
how they were implemented.The intended reader is perhaps the next student to make
modifications to TEMPESTor the user who desiresa better understanding of how
TEMPEST works.

Chapter2 wiU develop, fromthe Maxwell Equations, the discretized FDTD updating
equations for various types of materials. This development is the essence of the FDTD
method and hopes to equip the reader with enough insight to understand the discretiza
tion of PML Maxwell equations.

Chapter3 addresses the issuesof domainexcitation and convergence checking- two
aspects of TEMPEST which have been generalizedand improved.Domain excitation is
the mechanismwhereby"light" is introduced into the domain.Convergencecheckingis
necessary to detomine if the fields have reached steady state.

Chapter4 is devoted to boundaryconditions. The variousboundaryconditionsare orga
nizedandpresented in ascending orderof complexity. A large potion of thechapter is
devoted to the newly implemented boundary condition PML. Much of the motivation
for TEMPEST5.0 was centeredaround the implementation of this boundarycondition
because it requiredTEMPESTto gain the ability to simulatea more generalset of mate
rials.

C!hapter 5 gives examplesimulationouq)utsdemonstratingthe effectivenessof the PML
boundary condition and the overall chapterofthe TEMPEST program.
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A Practical introduction to TEMPEST

Before delving into these matters, a more practical introduction to TEMPEST presented
in the next section will help the reader to better understand the logistics of the TEM
PEST program and put the theory into the proper perspective.

1.2 A Practical introduction to TEMPEST

A typical simulation with TEMPEST involves the following steps:

1. Define Topography and Boundary Conditions. The user must specify what materials
are present, how they are situated in the simulation domain and what type of bound
ary conditions to use at the edges of the domain. Typical materials used in photoli
thography simulations are silicon, resist, glass, chrome and aluminum. Boundary
conditions can be periodic, symmetric, perfectly conducting or absorbing.

2. Specifydomain excitation. Here is where the user tells TEMPEST what type of elec
tromagnetic radiation is present in the simulation. This is typically a plane wave or
an image impinging upon the topography from above.

3. Specify Other Run-Time Parameters. TEMPEST needs to know what accuracy it is
trying to achieve, minimum simulation time, maximum simulation time, what for
mat to output the data, etc.

4. Define TEMPESTOutput. The user must tell TEMPEST what part of the simulation
domain needs to be output to a file on disk. £xample ou^uts might be:

i) The steady state electric field in the xy-plane at z=lum,

ii) The magnetic fields in the zx-plane at y = Oumafter three cycles.

iii) The time evolution of the electric field at x=3.2um, y=:2um, z^lum.

5. Run.the simulation. The time it takes TEMPEST to find the steady state fields is
dependent on many things (number of nodes in the domain, time step, topography
etc.). Typical simulation times range frcona few minutes for simple 2D topographies
to several hours for large 3D topographies with a few million nodes. (Based on a
2()0MHz Ultra SPARC 2 workstation.)

6. Interpret the output data. Postprocessingof the output data is often needed to cor
rectly interpret it. Examples of postprocessing are normalization of the fields and
propagation of the fields at the bottom of the simulation domain to an image plane.

The information specified in the first four steps is placed inside a TEMPEST input file.
An example input file is given below and corresponds to the topography and simulation
results depicted in Figure 1.

/* Example Simulation May 1/97 */

x_node 61 y_node 1 z_node 122

x_dim .84y_dim .014 z_dim 1.68

wavelength 0.365

plane_source xy node 0600010901010 uniform 0 0
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rectangle position 0 .84 0 .014 0 1.68 index 1 0

rectangle node 0 20 0 0 40 50 dispersive 1.62 2.17

rectangle node 40 60 0 0 40 50 dispersive 1.62 2.17

rectangle node 0 60 0 0 0 0 black_matter

rectangle node 0 60 0 0 121 121 black_inatter

rectangle node 0 60 0 0 1 10 pml 00-11100

rectangle node 0 60 0 0 111 120 pml 0011100

plot ey nonsteady 1.00 node 0 121 0 0 0 60 intro.l.i

plot ey nonsteady 4.00 node 0 121 0 0 0 60 intro.4.i

plot ey nonsteady 5.00 node 012100060 intro.5.i

plot ey steady 0.00 node 0 121 0 0 0 60 intro.i

plot ey steady 0.25 node 0 121 0 0 0 60 intro.q

plot block node 0 121 0 0 0 60 intro.blk

How does the TEMPEST program arrive at a solution to the Maxwell Equations? As
previously mentioned, TEMPEST uses the Finite-Di£ferenceHme-Domain (FDTD)
method. "Finite-Difference" means that the MaxwellEquationsare "discietized" by
replacing derivatives with finite diffi^nces and "Hme-Domain" means that the time
domain (as opposed to the frequency domain) representationof the equations is dis-
cretized.

Effectively, the three dimensional rectangularsimulationdomain is broken up into a
three dimensional lattice of nodes. The nodes are distributed evenly throughout the
domain with a spacing of Ax. (one node per volume of Ax^3). Each node holds values
representative of the electromagnetic field components throughout the nodal volume.
The time axis is brokenup into small "time steps".At. At each time step, each node
must be "updated" with a predetermined"updatingequation". TypicallyAx=A/15 and At
is of the orderAx/c/sqrt(3) implying approximately 30 time steps per cycle of the field.

As shown in the Figure 1., the light energy propagates away firom the source as time
progresses. The wavefronts impinge upon the tcpogr^hy and reflect, diffiact and trans-
miL As the simulationcontinues, eventually the fields reach a steady state where the
fields no longer change from cycle to cycle at which time the fields are said to have con
verged and the simulation is finished.
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A lypical 2D Topography and Simulation Result
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Figure 1. At the top left is the topography (or more specifically the material #). It consists of
mostly air, PML at the top and bottom, and a small metal structure with a hole in the middle such
that light can get through. The remaining figures are field plots. The instantaneous field plots show
the light waves propagating down from the source (near the top) and impinging upon the metal
structure. The bottom two plots are the steady state instantaneous electric field and the squared
time averaged electric field amplitude. Note the standing waves over the metal and the dUBraction
of the light through the hole.
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CHAPTER 2 Updating Equations

The updating equations are the equations used to recalculate, or "update", the field val
ues at each node at each time step. They are the numerical embodiment of the Maxwell
equations and describe the propagation of light from each node to its neighbors. Nodes
which represent different materials require different updating equations. TEMPEST 4.0
has the capability to update nodes which correspond to linear, isotropic, non-magnetic,
materials which can be dispersive or non-dispersive.

The PML material (Chapter4), however, is an anisotropic, dispersive, magnetic mate
rial which cannot be simulated with TEMPEST 4.0. Because an ultimate goal of TEM
PEST 5.0 is to incorporate the ability to simulate the PML material, the updating
equations for anisotropic,magnetic, dispersive materials must be derived and pro
grammed into the new version of TEMPEST.

This chapter discusses various materials and their associated updating equations. First,
the Maxwell Equations for the simplest case, isotropic non-dispersive materials, are pre
sented along with their standard finite difference discretized forms. Subsequently, the
equations for more general materials (dispersive and anisotropic) are presented and
compared in terms of computational intensity.The last section pertains to the implemen
tation of these equations in TEMPEST 5.0 and how the various degrees of computa
tional requirements are handled.

2.1 Basic Finite Difference Equations

Most of the concepts involved in discretizing the Maxwell Equations can be donon-
strated by considering the simplest class of materials - linear, isotropic, non-magnetic,
non-dispersive - and dmving the corresponding discretized equations.

Generalizing the TEMPEST FDTD Electromagnetic Simulation Program 15
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2.1.1 The Maxwell Equations

The continuous form of the MaxwellEquations for linear, isotropic, non-magnetic, non-
dispersive materials are written:

Vx£ =4
d̂t

VXH= ^ +Je
dt

V* £> = p

V* B = 0 (EQ1)

where Je is the electri(^current density, E andH aretheelectric andmagnetic field
strengths respectively,!) and B are the electric and magnetic flux densities respectively
and p is the electric charge density.

The following two constitutive relations and current relation also apply:

B = p(r)W

D - B(r)E ^£Q2j

Je = cCr)E. (EQ3)

Here it is assumed that the materials involved are non-dispersive (time invariant) but the
material properties may, however, be spacially varying.

It is easy to show that only the first two equations of (EQ 1) need be solved for situa
tions where static fields are of no concern (ie. in scattering and imaging situations). Tak
ing the divergence of the curl equations and using the fact that the divergence of the curl
is zero:

0=-V*
d̂t

0=V. i^+Je)
(EQ 4)

^ dp
Employing thechargeconservation property, V* + 5- =0, leads to:

at

V* B = constl (r)

V* D = p+constl (r) gj
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Basic Finite Difference Equations

It is clear that the imposition of the divei^gence equations of (EQ1) has no further conse
quence to the fields other than pinning down the constant (time invariant) field Compo
nents of (EQ 5). It Suffices to solve only the curl equations and this is what is done in
TEMPEST.

2.1.2 Staggered Grid and Leap-Frog Technique

The method of finite dififoences can be 2q)plied to solve the MaxweUcurl equations. In
this method, derivatives are rq)laced by &iite differences and the resulting equations are
said to be 'discretized'. But before discretizing the equations, one must consider where
to place the discrete points in space and in time.

To discretizethe time axis, TEMPESTuses what's called the 'leapfrog' techniqueand
this works as follows; The E fields are calculated at integer time steps (ie n=0,l,2,3,...)
while the H fields are calculated at integer-plus-one-half time steps (ie n=0.5,1.5,2.5,...).
The E field is updated with the latest H field calculated a half time step earlier and like
wise for the H field. The program flow chart with the leapfrog updating scheme is
shown in Figure 2.

As for the spacial discretization, TEMPEST uses a staggered grid[4] where each of the
sixfield components Ey E^ Hy and reside atdifferent specially chosen posi
tions as illustrated in Figure 3.

TEMPEST Flow Chart

Read in topography from

Calculate H""^ '̂̂ rom E'

Calculate E"*^from

n=n+1

Figure2. Flowchart for the TEMPESTprogramdetailingthe leapfrogupdatingscheme. Note that
the electric field is evaluated at integer time steps, whereas the magnetic fieldis evaluated at inte
ger-plus-one-half time steps.
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Updating Equations

Hiis airangement' may seem unorthodox atfirst but its convenience isseen when one
examines the curl equations in component form as is done in the next section.

2.1.3 Finite Difference Discretized Equations

Now that space and timehave been discretized, the curl equations in their discrete, finite
difference form can be derived.

Consider a single componentof the magnetic field curl equation:

dH^ dH^ dE,
3- -5- =3jc 3y dt ^

(EQ6)

This equation will beused to find theupdating equation for theE^ field component.
Note carefully the location ofthe E^ field component in the staggo^ grid figure 3.).
The task is to use (EQ 6) to help find [ij, k] in terms of its value at the previous
time step and its nearest neighbors:

(EQ7)

1111
n + —p 1 n + —p 1 -1 n + —p i —i 1{H, +i + ^[i-ij,tJ.EJ[i,;,t]}

Staggered Grid Arrangement of Field Components
(2 nodes by 2 nodes)

Ev Hx Hv

Note: Ax=Ay=Az

Figure 3. Note that each field component is surrounded by p-ecisely those components
needed to calculate the curl component (of its dual field)required by its updating equation.

1. Note thatmany other discretizationschemes are possible[6]. For example, one could substitute
one curl equation into the other obtaining a single (wave) equation in either E or H for which the
neither the leap-frog nor the staggered grid schemes would be convenient. Although there would
only be a single field to solve for, one would have to deal with second order derivatives in time
and space.
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Basic Finite Difference Equcrtions

As seen in the figure the nearest neighbOT magnetic field components are exactly those
required for a finite difference approximation to the derivatives in LHS of (EQ 6) at the
(n+l/2)th time step and nodal position [i,j,k]. This is why the staggered grid is well
suited to the Maxwell curl equations. Replacing spacial derivatives in (EQ 6) with their
finite differences:

(EQ8)

5t]-//r5*] h;\u\.j.k]*]
Ax Ax

+aE,

f= (n +j) A»,r =

Now the RHS must be discretized in time. An ^proximation is needed for the RHS at
the (n+l/2)th time step. Intuitively;

+a—^^^ , (EQ9)

where EJ' [ij, k] and [i,j,k] have been averaged to approximate
[i,j, k]. Now together (EQ 8)and (EQ 9)can besolved for ^[i,y,k] in

terms of known (previously calculated) quantities. Similar procedures can be followed
for the remaining five field componentsyielding the updating equations for isotropic,
non-magnetic non-dispersive materials:

(EQ10)

+ +2 =a(iE;[+i,y,t+i])+\

+ =a(£;|]-,;+i,A:+£|) +\ (Hfvl

£^ '̂[1,;,*] = o(^[ij.t])+\
(6flops)

(6flops)
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Updating Equations

where, (EQli)
1

wr^[u+5.*] =«:[/.>+5.t]+\
r(£;[i+i,y+i *-2-£;[u+5.*+£|+£;[u+i.«

r(£; (I,;. *]-£;[.+1,/*]+£; [i+ij,i+̂ -£; [i+Ij, t-£|)
1 1

""^2r 1 • 1 j 1~1 u'lF- 1 1 j ii «

r"(£;['+5.2.^+£|-£;['+5.2+i.t+|]+£;[' +iJ+5.A:+3-£;[u+5.':+£|)
2e - oAf

a =
2e + oAf

Af 2
P = —

(5flops)

(5 flops)

Lx 2e + oAf

At

(EQ 12)
r = - ^

pAjc

Note that for these updating equations, TEMPEST must store 6 field components per
node (3 magnetic and 3 electric) and perform 33 FLOPS per iteration per node.

The outlined scheme is shown to be stable (ie. the solution doesn't blow up) in [3] for
situations where \Re(n iJ \ > \Im \ being thecomplex refrac
tive index of the material . When this criterion is not met, for example in metals, a dif
ferent updating scheme must be used. This is the subject of the next section.

2.2 Dispersive Materiais

When the material being simulated has \Re (n^„„p/„) \^\Im |, different
updating equations must be used. Stable schemes for this situation are discussed in [3]
and [13]. The updating equations used in TEMPEST for dispersive materials involve the
introduction of a secondaryfield variable D and its associated updating equation. Here
are the updatingequations valid for isotropic, non-magnetic, dispersive materials:

= n-jk =
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Dispersive Materials

=c,£^[u+5.*+|] +Cj£J[w+5.*+^
[>•,/«= C,D;[U,«+C2£;(i,y.tI

(EQ 14)

£; '̂[i+i;.A:+2 =C3(f;[i+i,/i+|]+D; '̂[i+i.y,*+2)+\

C4(^r*]-»r'['+i--'. '0+5'-''4'*•" 3 îi)
(7flops)

£;"'[ij+5.i+£| =C3(£;[ij+i.A:+|]+:^ '̂[u+i,*+|])+\

(7fopst

£;*'[U.t] = C3(£^[u,*)+D;-''[''.y.*))+\

where.

Ifer>=l Ue,<1

£„(£,-1)0)' _0_
"0 5 ° Eo(»-£r)

C, = £-"»"' C. =

Cj =(e,-l)^l +̂ j(l-C,)^ Cj =(e,-l)^l +̂ j(l-c,)'

(EQ 15)

c, = — C3 5
l+(E,-l)fl +̂ l(l-C,) l+(l-£,)^l +̂J((OoAt-(l-C,))
C3A/ ® CsAr °

r - c =

' Eo^ ^0^

Note that the updating equations for the magnetic field components are the same as for
the non-disp^ive case, (EQ 11), since non-magnetic materials are being considered.
Also note that for these updating equations, 9 field ccmiponentsmust be stored per node
and 48 flops are required p^ update per node (compared to 6 and 33 in the non-disper
sive case).
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2.3 Generalized Materials

The Maxwell Equations can be further generalizedby allowing the materials involved
to be anisotropic and magnetic^ This generalization isnecessary for the simulation of
the PML material which, as will be shown in Chapter 4, is an anisotropic, dispersive,
magnetic, non-jdiysical material. Hiis section deals with the goieraliz^ Maxwell Equa
tions and their disoete foims in an abstract sense - not specifically pertaining to PML or
any other specific material.

2.3.1 Magnetic Current and Conductivity

The Maxwell Equations in a more general form are:

Vx£ =-|?+>„

Vx S =1?+/,
3t

V. S =

B = p
, (EQ16)

where subscripts e and m are now used to diffoentiate between electric and magnetic
current and charge. By similar arguments to those in section 2.1.1 it is only necessary to
solve the curl equations.

2.3.2 Generalized Constitutive and Current Relations

Although the goal is to discretize the tim dotmin equations, the constitutive and current
relations (those relating D and to E and B, and to H) are most conveniently
expressed and manipulated in the frequency domain. Fourier transforming the curl
equations in (EQ 16) and switching to the usual complex phasor notation for the fields
gives:

Vx E(©) = -7©B(©)+}„(©)

Vx (©) =;©D (©) + (®) (EQ 17)

1. In this report a "magnetic" material is a material which has permeability other than that of free
space and has a non-zero magnetic conductivity.This implies the existence of a magnetic current
which is a non-physical phenomenon. However, just because magnetic current does not really
exist does not mean that it cannot be simulated or that it is not useful.
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Generalized Materials

These equations remain the same for all materials. What do change for different materi
als are the constitutive and cmrent relations:

D(a)) = Eog/(D)£(©)

B(©) =

JeW = (©)£(©)

(EQ 18)

Note that forthemore general materials considered in this section, f and g„
are second order frequency dependent tensors. Substitution of (EQ 18) into (EQ 17)
gives:

Vx £(a» =

(5 (<«>)Vx H((0) =y(oeo^s,«D)+-^—j£(to) = E(<a)
.(EQ19)

where the following complex permeability and pennittivity tensors have been intro
duced:

H , (©) = 11 (©) —=
i- complex ^ ^

0,(ffl)
^complex W =

0 . (EQ 20)

In the frequency domain, the effects of conductivity and pennittivity (or permeability)
are lumped together.This boils down the description ofany material to two complex
secondorder tensors \i (©) and (©). Todiscretize(EQ 19), it is first
necessary to transform1};^% the time domain. But before attempting this one must
specialize to less general materials or else serious complications arise .

At this point the question arises: Just how general ofa material should TEMPEST be
able to simulate? The answer to this question (as far as TEMPEST 5.0 is concerned) is:
TEMPESTshouldbe able to simulatematerials at least general enoughto allow the
simulation ofPerfectly Matched Layers (PML).

Now the concernis: Howgeneral of a material is PML?It will be shownin Chapter4
that to simulate PML it is only necessary for the tensors to be diagonal and therefore

1. Attempting to write the discreteformwith the full secondorder tensors leads to a big mess
because of the cross coupling betweenfieldcomponents.Althoughit is possible to discretize
these equations, it is beyond the scope of this report and not presented here.
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TEMPESTneed not attempt the simulationof materialswith non-diagonal tensor per
mittivities, permeabilities and conductivities^

Continuing with thediscretization of (EQ19), andagreeingthat the tensorsare diagonal
one must transform back to the time domain. How this transformation takes place will
be highly dependent on the frequency dependence of^complex \^com Ux '
Therearefour casesconsidered here: compex

Case 1 - (©) and (©) are constant, diagonal and independent of ©.
Tiansfonnation back to the time domain wiUyield equations very similar to those fm*
the isotropic, non-dispersive case - only now,different permeabilities, permittivities and
conductivities are used for each of the x,y and z field components. Hoc are the discrete
forms:

(EQ 21)

5. *+|] =a,(£;[jv+5.*+3)+\

[.-.4 -t] [ *] [-> ij.*14''d-
(EG 22)

n+ ^
'[w+4]

r,(£;[i+ u+4-3
1

r,(£; [iJ, *) -£; li +1.;. t] +£; [i+ i, j, (r+^ -e;[i+ij,*-1])

r, (e; [<•+i. j.*+2 -e;[i+i.7+1. *:+3+«;['+1.7+5.'+2-5.*+U)

1. Note that some non-diagonalmaterials can, through a coordinate transformation, be diagonal-
ized butingeneral, with unrelated e and y tensors nodiagonalizing transformation exists.
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Generalized Materials

where.

At 1

Pi ~ XT^ ^O^r.i+°e.A' i={X.y.Z}

' 2|XoH,,

r = -— ^
Ax 2n„^,^,.+c„^,At

(E023)

Equations(HQ 10) to (HQ 12)are valid for anisotropic, magnetic, non-dispersive
materials.

Case 2 - (CD) models an electrically dispersive material (such as a metal) and
^ (CD) IS constant and independent of co. As discussed in [3] there are different

pos^flities for ^compiex^^^ when modelling ametal. Using the Lorentz and Debye
modelsfor permittivity (see dlhapter 5 of [3]),yields the dispersiveequationspresented
in Section 2.2.

are chosen to eliminate reflections between

pr^ij^ly the conditionwhich is met by the PML material
(Chapter 4) and will lead to diagonal tensors of the following form:

Case 3- (cd) and |i , (co)- complex Cco{nplex\ '
matenal interfaces. This is precisely the c

= El (®)A (CD)

\^compUx^^^ = 11,(0)) A(Q))

A (CD) =

fl (CO) 0 0

0 b(co) 0

0 0 c(co)
(EQ 24)

where e, (co) and p, (co) are frequency dqiendent scalars. Notetheconnection
between tcomplex ompu differ only by ascalar. Further detail:
regarding the exact form oft£'̂ sc2ars and the A(co) tensor are given in dliapter 4.

Case 4- ^compUx^^^ ^dp^ ^ are chosen as independent dispersion equa
tions which are the ratio of polynomial functions in (/CO) ie:

/ N 00 +5,00))+52 Oo))2+...^complex^^) GOCD) ^ I. /.v.^n2
bo + bjOo)) +^2 0'®) +...

fo+5l0®) +^2 0®)^+...
p , (CO) = /? Om) =
Ccomplex ^ // a.// rim) 4. W rim)2£fo +rf,Offl) +^20®)^+... (EQ 25)
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This isthe most general ofthe cases considered in this p^r.^ As previously mentioned,
these relations must first be converted to the time domain before they can be discretized.
The second equation of (EQ 19) with the first of (EQ 25) yields:

Vx ^ ((0) =ycoEQ2 0"©) ^ (to)
=» (^0 +^10®) +^20'®)^ + ...) (Vx Hid}))

= Eo (flo 0®) +«! 0'©) ^+^2 O'CO) +̂...) ^ (to)
P s

^ ^Eof^a,0©)'"'0£(to)
> = 0 V = 0

p = 0 s = 0 (EQ 26)

where the last of (EQ 26) is the time domain representation. Discretization could be car
ried out on the last of (EQ 26) but is not because more efficient discretization schemes
may exist The scheme outlined so far is a "brute force" method and always leads to a
discretized form, but manipulations in the frequency domain can lead to more efficient
discrete forms. These frequency domain manipulations depend highly on the form of
Q (/©) and must be handled on an individual basis.

2.3.3 Some Discretization Examples

Here are two examples that illustrate the discretization procedure.

Example 1: Suppose

e„-e„

GO"©) = £« +
1-^-^

®o

_ ^®o-U®
~ ©„- /©0 ^ , (EQ27)

SO that from (EQ 26)

e,®o-£j®-
Vx //(©) = 7©Eo : E(©)

=> (©0 - 0©) ) (Vx ^ (©) ) = (E.E ©0 0"©) - EoE- 0"®) ^) E(to)

«»o-^) (Vx HO)) =(e„e.«)„^-E„E.^)£(0
(EQ 28)

1. Note that Cases 1 to 3 are just special cases of Case 4.
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where the last equation in 28) is the time domain representation. To discretize,
replace the time daivatives with finite differences;

(EQ 29)(.W-, + f̂i+0.5 ^n-0.5'(Vx /O - (Vx ^ ] f (Vx H) - (Vx If)
At I At

©o(Vx H)
2

= Si— 2

-^n4-2which can be solvedjfor ^.Note ^t this updating scheme requir^^^e of
tow^^ectric fields £•" , Ef , Ef and three magnetic fields ^ , Sf and
f/*

Example 2: Another ^proach is possible if Q O'co) can be factored. If so, smne of the
factors in the numerator may cancel with some in the denominator thus simplifying the
situation. Also, secondary variables may be introduced which can reduce the number of
magnetic field components which must be stored (at the cost of storing extra secondary
variables).

Let

eO'ffl) = (1 +T^) fK^+T^l. (EQ30)

Inserting (EQ 30) into the curl equation yields:

Vx ^(©) =;©Eo(1 +t^) fK,+ -^^l£(a))
ytOEo V J^h)

Vx H((S)) = O'mEo +cr) 1*+-r^lE(co)
(EQ31)

Note the cancellation. Now a secondary variable D (m) is introduced and is defined as:

D«a) =^K,+^j£((0) (60 32)
simplifying (HQ 31) to

Vx H(o}) = 0'©Eq +o) 5 (ffl) . (EQ 33)
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Now (EQ il) hasbeen broken intotwo separate equations, (EQ32)and(EQ33), each
of which can be discretized in time:

^n+l =i« + l =in
D-D D +DVx H=7(OEo — +o ^ (EQ34)

+1 sin ^ +1 ^ ^ +1 ^
D -D

Xt = At
+ a. (EQ 35)

As can beseen,JEQ 342^can beused first toupdate D from H and then (EQ 35) can be
used to update E with D. This method, sometimescalled the two-step method, is simi
lar to that used in discretizing the equations for dispersive materials and the PML mate
rial (Chapter 4).

2.4 Implementation of the Bulk Equations in TEMPEST
5.0

As noted in the previous sections, different materials require different updating equa
tions, some of which are more computationally intensive than others. This fact is sum
marized in Table 1. Included in the list of materials are three types of PML materials
(ID, 2D and 3D PML) which are described in more detail in (^apter 4.
Table 1. Computational Intensities for Various Materials

Type of Material

(An) Isotropic, non-dispersive, non
magnetic (case 1)

(An) Isotropic, non-dispersive, mag
netic (case 1)

(An) Isotropic, electrically disper
sive (Lorentz model),non-magnetic
(case 2)

(An)Isotropic, electrically and mag
netically dispersive (Lorentz
model), magnetic (case 3)

ID PML (case 3)

2D PML (case 3)

3D PML (case 3)

Generalized Dispersion Equations
(case 4)

# of field eomponenta
to store per node

12

12

14

18

unlimited, depends on
degree of Q(joi>) and
R(jo))

« of FLOPS'"per
update per node

33

36

48

66

66*'

96''

96''

unlimited, depends on
degree of Q(j(D)and

RO©)

a. Here a FLOP is +,-,* or / involving two float
ing point (32 bit) numbers.

b. Does not include calculation of material

parameters.
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A major drawbadc of TEMPEST 4.0 is that ail nodes are required to be updated with the
same updating equations - either the Yeeequations^Q 10)-(EQ 12) or the dispersive
equations (EQ11), (EQ13) to (EQ IS). This often leads to inefficient simulation. Take
for example the case where the simulation domain contains a relatively small percent-

.age of isotropic, electrically dispo^ive, non-magnetic material say 10% and the remain
der of the domain is isotropic, non-dispersive, non-magnetic material (air for example).
TEMPEST 4.0 will require all nodes to use the isotropic electrically dispersive, non
magnetic equations implying 9 field components/node and 48 FLOPS/update/node.

A goal of version 5.0 is to overcome this inefficiencyby allowing nodes to be updated
with differing updating equations. In the above example the 10% dispo^ive nodes will
be updated with the dispersive equations while the remaining 90% non-di^rsive nodes
will be updated with the non-dispersive equations implying 6.3(=K).l'''9+0.9'''6) field
components/node and 34.5(=0.1*48+0.9*33) FLOPS/update/node - a considerable sav
ings over TEMPEST 4.0.

This ability to use different updating equations at different nodes will be further
exploited when boundary conditions are introduced in Chapter 4. Some nodes, rather
than being considered as materials (such as air or metal) will be considered as boundary
conditions and they will have updating equations that do not correspond to any physical
materials. Some of the updating equations will require several secondary variables and
many FLOPS/update/node. Luckily they occupy only a small fraction of the domain,
and with TEMI%ST 5.0, should therefore not waste too much time ormemory.
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CHAPTER 3 Generalizing Domain
Excitation and

Convergence Checking

The bulk updating equations presented in the previous ch^ter have no consideration for
the introduction of electromagnetic energy into the simulation domain. If one were to
set all fields initially to zero, then begin iqxlating with the bulk equations, the fields
would remain at zero forever. There is nothing in those equations which say "put a light
source here". This is where domain excitation comes into play.

Another, issue not considered by the updating equations is that of checking for conver
gence. How does TEMPEST know when enough iterations of the updating equations
have been perfonned and when can TEMPEST say "OK, the fields have reached steady
state."? This is the task of convergence checking.

3.1 Domain Excitation

The program flow chart with domain excitation is shown in Figure 4. The basic idea is
that nodes which are excited get an excitation component added to them between
updates. For unexcited nodes the excitation component is zero and thoefore the addi
tion is not necessary. TVpicallyonly a very small fraction of the nodes in the simulation
domain (such as a single plane of nodes near the top) are excited and therefore only a
small fraction of simulation time is devoted to domain excitation.

3.1.1 The Equations

The domain is excitedby adding to the electricfield between updateswith the bulk
equations:

Ef + (EQ36)
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where

(EQ37)

^rc ^src (r, nAt) =^Eptsrc. i(h nAt) +̂ Ezpinsrc.i (K nAt) +^Expinsre.i nAt) +^Eypinsrc.i ih nAt)

32

is the source field consisting of the sum of the fields from all the sources. Note that mul
tiple point and plane sources are allowed. The fields for each of the individual sources
are written:

Eptsrc.iCrJ) = Re(Ap,src.fiCr-rptsrc.i)exp(j<iit))

Ezplnsrc. i(r,t) = Re (Azplnsrc. i (X, >) 5(Z - Zzpl„„c. f) 0<B0 )

Explnsrc, i(ht) = Re iAxpl„src. i(y, Z)d(X- Xxpi„src,.) O'tO?) )

Eyplnsrc. i(K 0 = Re (Ayptnsrc. i(Z, X) 8(y- yypi„src. i) ^Xp (jCOt) ) (EQ38)

TEMPEST Flow Chart - With Domain Excitation

Start

Read in topography from
input file. Set up variables.

Excite the domain:

e"=e"+ev

Calculate H"*'"^rom E'

Calculate E"'̂ ^from

n=n+1

Figure 4. Program flow diagram with domain excitation included. Note that domain excita
tion must happen before each update.
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The field information iscontained inthe Ap,srcjj, Azpinsrc.» Axpi„src. i and Aypi„src. i
complex variables. Azpinsre. t• Aypinsre. i and Aypimrc, i denote plan^ segment sources
withnormals directed in thez,x and y directions respectively while Ap,sre, i denotes a
point source. Typically when only one planar source is used, the planar source with the
z-directed norm^ ischosen corresponding to a source field specified indie xy-plane.

3.1.2 Some Examples

Emn^le 1. For a point source, the magnitude, phase and polarization are contained in
Aptsrc' A z-polarized pointsourcewithelectricfield 3cos (cor) V/mcorresponds to
Aptsrc.i ~ 3z.

Example 2. For a unifmm plane wave of unit amplitude travelling in the z direction set
Azplnsrc, i ~ 1•

Exany}le 3. For a uniform plane wave of amplitude 4, y-polarized electric field, travel
ling in the 6 = 15°, <1> = 45° direction(seeFigure 5.) with phase at (y,z)=(2,3) of n/2
radians:

Axplnsrc, i ~ 4^6

ky = ^osin (0) COS (({))

fc, = AoSin(e)sin((j))

Example 4. For a mask or an image, TEMPEST 5.0 allows the user to load in A from a
file on disk. Ibis file wouldcontain the magnitudeand phase for each node in the
excited plane.

3.2 Convergence Checking

The goal in convergence checking is to determine whether or not the fields have reached
steady state. This is easily done by comparing the fields at two times one cycle (1/f sec
onds) apart. If they are equal (by some specifiedcriterion) then the fields are assumed to
have reached steady state. Once in steady state, no further changes to the fields are
expected. The in'ogramflow chart now includes a convergencechecking step and is
shown in Figure 6.

3.2.1 Implementation

TEMPEST4.0checksfor ccmvergence by sampling an xy-planeof nodesnear the topof
the simulation domain[3]. The problem with this method is that in some cases the fields
remain the same in the plane where convergence is being checked, but are not in steady
state elsewhere in the domain. This will cause TEMPEST 4.0 to think the fields are in

steady state and prematurely end the simulation.
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Diagram for Example 3 Defining Angles of Propagation

yz plane

direction of
propagation

^ nonnal

FigureS. Note that 6 is alwaysmeasured from the nonnal (in thiscase the x-axis) to the
plane and <j> is alwaysmeasured from the next-cyclic-permutation-of-{x,y,z}-axis (in this
case the y-axis).

TEMPEST 5.0 uses a cubic grid of test points (spaced five nodes apart in x,y and z) for
the convergence checking. Tliis ensures a more uniform and complete coverage of the
domain. It is much less likely that a false convergence may occur and stop the simula
tion before steady state has been reached.

Because the amplitude - not the instantaneous value of the field - at two different times
must be compared for each converge check point, it is necessary to calculate the ampli
tude from the instantaneous fields at each cycle from the following formula:

^amp icT) E(cT-j)^+E(cT)^ c = 1,2,3,

where c is the cycle number and T is the cycle period.

The fcmula used for comparison is the simple relative difference:

ptBTT
jcT) ^amp

^amp (cT) + ^amp
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Convergence Checking

TEMPEST Flow Chart - With Convergence Checking

Read in topography from
input file. Set up variables.

Excite the domain:

Calculate H"'^^'^rom E'

Calculate E"'̂ ^from

n=n+l

Converged?

Yes

Finished

No

No

Figure 6. Programflow withconvo-gence checking. Note thatconvergence is checkedonly at
time steps which correspond to the beginning of a wave cycle.

unless the denominator is deoned extremely small in which case the ratio is not calcu
lated. Then the error at each point is compared to mre, the mflyimiimrelative error
(usually set to 0.2) and quantized to a zeroor one whichis summedover all test points
to calculate the total oror:
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PTERR =
hpterr>mre

TOTERR = ^ PTERR
testpoints 42)

In TEMPEST 5.0, the fields are said to have convCTged if TOTERR=0 for three consec
utive cycles.

One important implication of the above scheme is that the field components at the
required times during the cycle are available (t=0.75T,lT,1.75T,2T etc.). This puts a
restriction on the allowable time steps Ar specifically:

T
At=—,nel. (EQ43)

4n
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CHAPTER 4 Boundaiy Conditions

The nodes at the outennost edges of the simulation domain are missing some of their
nearest neighbors and therefore must be treated as special cases when updated with the
bulk equations. How are these nodes updated? What is used in place of their nearest
neighbors? These questions are answered in this chapter.

4.1 Perfect Conductor Boundary Condition

The most straightforward and simple boundary condition is to simply set the fields to
zero at the boundaries. This means that the outermost nodes' updating equations
become:

=0

1
/i+r

= 0

1

"+2r. 1 . 1 , i"i «
(EQ44)
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which is equivalent (if the fields wo'e initially set to zero) to not updating the nodes at
all. This turns out to be equivalent to the updating equations for a perfect conductor
which is understood when one considers the fact that the fields must be zero inside a

perfect conductor.

The perfect conductor boundary condition is, in general, not convenient since one
doesn't want to always simulate inside perfectly conducting metal boxes.

4.2 Symmetric and Periodic Boundary Conditions

Another option is to not change the iqxlating equations but rather use some other nodes
of the domain as replacements for the missing nearest neighbors. For each of the x,y and
z faces of the rectangular domain there are two choices which render sensible results:

Periodic Boundary Condition: For an edge node, choose as its nearest (missing) neigh
bor replacement the corresponding node on the opposite face of the domain. (Example:
For a domain of10x10x10 nodes^ edge nodes [x,y,9] are missing their nearest neigh
bors at [x,y,10] so they use the nodes at [x,y,0] as their replacements.) This effectively
makes the simulation domain infinite and periodic in the direction of the normal to the
domain faces to which it is applied.

SymmetricBoundary Condition: For an edge node, choose as its nearest (missing)
neighbor replacement the coiresponding node on the nearest neighbming parallel plane
in the domain. (Example: For a domain of 10x10x10, edge nodes [x,y,9] are missing
their nearest neighbors at [x,y,10] so they use the nodes at [x,y,8] as their replacements.
Note that now the [x,y,8]nodes are used as neighbors twice.) This makes the simulation
domain infinite but now with a period of twice that of the first choice and with a sym
metrical structure within each period.

The two choices are illustrated in Figure 7.

These boundary conditions are easy to implement and are useful. There are many situa
tions where it is desirable to simulate infinite periodic domains (a grating or a planar
interface for example). There are a few important things to keep in mind when using
periodic or symmetric boundary conditions:

• They can be applied independently to faces with x,y and z directed normals but must
be applied the same for both faces with parallel normals.

• The excitation takes on the same symmetry and periodicity as the topography which
places some restrictions on the incident fields near the edges - namely that they be
continuous across the boundary. Example: for plane wave incidence, a domain with
dimensions {X x Y x Z} periodic in the x and y dimensions, the angles of incidence
6 and (|> (see Figure 8.) of the plane wave must be such that:

1. Nodes are numbered starting itom zero.
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Periodic and Symmetric Boundary Condition Effects

• • •

nodes here^re
missing their
left neighbors

nodes here are
missing their right
neighbors

Periodic Boundary Conditions Applied to Left and Right Sides

Symmetric Boundary Conditions AoDlied to Left and Riaht Sides

• • •

Figure 7. In the first diagramthe actual (what's stored in the computer)simulationdomain is
depicted. The second diagram shows what is really being simulated when pmodic boundary con
ditions are used and the third when symmetric boundary conditions are used.

Defining the Angles of Incidence for a Plane Wave

noniial

k
Simulation
Domain

;

direction of plane
wave propagation
(nonnal to the wave-
fronts)

Figure8. The angles of incidence for a plane wave, 6 and ((), are alwaysmeasuredfromthe nor
mal (in this case the z-axis) and the next-cyclic-permutation-of-{x,y,z} axis (in this case the x-
axis).

- 2nm

kyY - Inn {m, n} € /

2n . „ . « . /X X
-TT-AsmGcostj) = 2jcm=> sin0cos<|> = —
A. X

27c , nX
-Y-rsm0sm<{) = 27cn => sm0sm<|) = —
A Y
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The peiiodic and symmetric boundary conditions are not useful when the intention is to
simulate isolated topographies. In these cases a boundary condition which absorbs the
outgoing radiation is nee^d. The imnaining boundary conditions presented in this
chapter do this.

4.3 First Order Absorbing Boundary Condition

This boundary condition absorbs outgoing radiation. The continuous domain theory is
inesented first. Consider the effect of imposing the following condition on the electric
field at z=0:

/iP

Assume the electric field is given by:

E = aexp(j (fat + kjpc+kyy +k^z)) + bexp + kyj-k^))

(EQ 46)

(EQ 47)

where the first term represents the incident field (from z>0, travelling in the -z direction)
and the second the reflected field (from the z=0 boundary). Substitute (EQ 47) into (EQ
46) and solve for the reflection coefficient

r =

?>:- 1

P"?- M O

^qCOS
(0)
-/TqCOS
(0q) b

k+̂k^o
/TqCOS
(0)
+A:ocos
(0q) a

(EQ48)

which is the ratio of the reflected wave amplitude to the incident wave amplitude (plot
ted vs. angle ofincidence inFigure 8.). Forincident waves atangles such that k^^ - k^Q

Reflection Coefflcient for First Order Boundary Condition

1
0

£
s

u

1
03
U

Oi 0.2"

0.6 0.8 1

Angle of Incidence (radians)
Figure 9. The curves represent the reflectioncoefiBcient as a function of the angle of incidence for
various 0^ (angles with no reflection). Note that the reflection coefficient isindependent ofthe
azimuthal angle <}>.

1.2
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Perfectly Matched Layers (PML) Absorbing Boundary Condition

(or 0 = Gq), there is no reflected wave - thewave is p^ectly absorbed. Unfortunately
this only happens for one particular angle of incidence. Ideally, all incident waves
should be absorbed; but even so, this boundary condition is potentially useful if some
reflections can be tolerated. Typically the user of the program would minimize reflec
tions by setting the angle for which there is no reflection to the angle for which the most
incidence is expected.

The discretization of (EQ 46) is worked out in [3], and is merely presented here for the
case of absorbing waves travelling in the -z direction:

r +1 Jk/i ©At k.QAx +1li,j.k\ =£"[i,y,t+l]+--^p-^(£" [iJ,ifc+l]-£"[i.y,t])(EQ49)

This is the equation used to update the nodes at xy-planes for which the first order
boundary condition is used to absorb incident radiation travelling in the -z direction.
Similar equations can be written for absoiption in other directions. A very important
feature of (EQ 49) is that it doesn't require a nearest neighbor from below
(E [i,j, k -1]); for if it did, it would be useless as a boundary condition.

Note also that higher order boundary conditions exist and offer improved angular
absoiption spectrums (Clhapter 4. of [3]). However,it was decided not to program these
higher order boundary conditions into TEMPEST 5.0 because they are superceded by
the much better PML boundary condition presented in the next section.

4.4 Perfectly Matched Layers (PML) Absorbing
Boundary Condition

The Perfectly Matched Layer Boundary Condition ([5],[7],[8],[12]) can be thought ofas
an imaginary material^ which has the special property that itabsorbs incident radiation,
without reflection at all angles of incidence and for all frequencies. Because of this spe
cial property, it useful as an absorbing boundary condition.

The continuous theory is only summarized here as it is not necessary to duplicate the
existing and quite good explanations in the literature ([5],[7],[8]). Because the dis-
cretized equations are quite lengthy (involving up to 30 tmns for each type of PML)
and not much insight is gained by looking at them, they are not presented in this paper.

4.4.1 PML: Continuous Theory

Consider plane wave reflection from a planar interface between two different materials,
Aand Bfigure10.) PML theory can be derived by considering the following (two
part) question:

Can one choose ^complex b' ^compu b fnaterial Bsuch thatplane waves origi
natingfrom material A, incidentonthe infinite planar interface betweenA and B are

1. By "imaginary" it is meant that the material cannot be physically constructed.
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Boundary Conditions

Set up for the Reflection Problem

z

MatenalB

^coniplex3'̂ '«>niplex,B

Material A

^complex,A»Mconqjlex,A

Figure 10.The is the setup for the standard reflectionof plane waves problem. The phase match
ing condition atz=0 will force 6^ = 9^ (angle ofincidence equals angle ofreflection) while
other boundary conditions on the electric and magnetic fields will determine the 6^ (direction of
transmitted wave) and the magnitude of both the reflected and transmitted waves relative to that of
the incident wave. For PML, instead of solving for the reflection coefficient in terms of material
p'operties, the reflection coefficient is set to zero and the material properties are solved for.

not reflectedfor all angles ofincidence Q.. Furthermore, can one also choose

^complex B* if —.-/-v r addition to the zero reflectivity, the transmitted wave^^mplex, j
IS attenuatei

The way of answering this question is to cany out the standard reflection problem
[7], [9] (remembering to treat ^complex ^compie ^ diagonal tensors), impose the
condition that the reflection coefficient be zeroanSTsolve for ^complex b \^comBiex b'
Azero reflection coefficient isobtained for situations where Materi^ Aisisotropic and
non-magnetic when[8]:

^complex, fl (®̂ ^complex. Â ®^

and

K-l-
J®Eo

0

K +
;®eo

0
a

(K+-: )
-1
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^complex,B(«» = i^complex.AW

where

'complex, A (©)

K+-
7Q)eo

0

are the material constants for Material A.

o
K+ •:

JCOBq

0

-1
o

(K+-: )

(EQ51)

(EQ52)

The attenuation of the transmitted wave in Material B is controlled by the k and a
parameters[8].

4.4.2 Using PML as a Boundary Condition in the Simulation Domain

The usefulness of this PML material as a boundary condition can be understood with the
aid of an example. Suppose one wants to simulate a point source excitation in free
space. The point source is positioned in the center of the simulation domain and the
domain is surrounded with PML set to absorb in the outgoing directions. This simula
tion is illustrated in Figure 11.

Highlighted in the figure are three types of PML called ID, 2D and 3D PML. As can be
seen, ID PML is used on the faces of the rectangular domain, 2D PML is used at the
edges of the domain where two ID PML slabs would intersect, and 3D PML is used in
the comers where three ID PML slabs would intersect. As expected, ID PML attenu
ates in one direction, 2D PML attenuates in two directions, and 3D PML attenuates in
three directions. Each block of the PML material differs from the others in the direc-

tion(s) of attenuation and thus the material constants, and |i , for each
block are different "

As the outgoing waves approach the PML material, they pass into the material without
reflection and are attenuated. The degree of att^uation in the PML is dependent on k
and a and also the thickness of the PML. If the degree of attenuation is large enough,
the amount of energy reaching the true edges of the domain is insignificant and thus any
of the above boundary conditions could be used since any energy reflected back into the
domain would be insignificant
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Placing PML around the edges of the Simulation Domain

ID PML

Point
Source

2DPML

3D PML

Figure 11. The PML material is placed around the domain. Ideally, all outgoing radiation (from the
point source at the center of the box) is absorbed by the PML without reflection. Effectively the solu
tion for the radiatingpoint source in free space is found for the finite region of space modelled by the
domain. Note that PML material is different (in its direction(s) of attenuation) for each face, edge
and comer of the domain.

4.4.3 The Discretized Equations

The discretization of the Maxwell curl equations with (EQ 51) and (EQ 52) follows
essentially the procedure outlined in Chapter 2 - especially the second example in Sec
tion 2.2.3. For exact details of the discretization of the PML material equations the
reader is referred to [8].

4.4.3.1 Variation of the Material Parameters from Node to Node

The continuous PML theory works in the continuous domain but not in the discretized
domain. In [5] it is mentioned that an abrupt change in or in a finite
difference scheme will produce reflections. For this reason, the k and a parameters
(which provide the attenuation)must start at 1 and 0 respectively at the interface
between the PML and the adjacent material, and then be slowly "ramped up" from node
to node as one goes deeper into the PML material to provide the attenuation. In [10] it
was detennined that a quartic variation in these parameters was optimal. ID PML for
example, attenuates in only one direction so the k and a parameters vary fi'om node to
node in only one direction. The ID PML material thus looks like a stack of "layers"
each "perfectly matched" to its neighboring layers so as not to produce reflections -
hence the name "Perfectly Matched Layers".
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4.4.3.2 Dealing with the Staggered Grid
Another issue of concern is the staggered grid (see Clh^ter 2). Different field compo
nents sit at different positions within a node. Inside the FML, in the attenuating direc
tions, the variation of k and a within the node must be considered meaning that the
updating equations for different field components within a node are based on different
values of k and a. To calculate the value of k and a used for any particular field com
ponent, TEMPEST averages die continuous quartic variation over the length Ax cen
tered around the field component's location.

4.4.3.3 Computational Intensity
The variation of the material parameters presents another difficulty. Ihke for example a
block of 3D FML say 8x8x8 nodes. Since the FML absorbs in thr% directions, the
parameters k and a must vary fix)m node tonode in allthree directions yielding 8^ =
512 diff^nt updating equations - one for each node. To store the coefficients for each
of the 512 updating equations requires a lot of memory so instead, TEMPEST retains
the dimensions ofthe block ofFI^ and calculates for each node, knowing the position
within the block of FML, the k and a parameters and the updating coefficients each
time the node is updated.

The computational intensity of FML has been summarized in Ihble 1 of Chapter 2 and
can be compared to those for other materials. Not accounted for in the table is the com
putation necessary to calculate the updating coefficients as described in the previous
paragr^h. Again note the usefulness of being able to solve more general equations for
only the nodes in the domain which require them.

4.5 TEMPEST 5.0 implementation of Boundary
Conditions

The perfect conductor, first order, and FML boundary conditions are considered as "spe
cial materials" by TEMPEST 5.0. They occupy nodes in the simulation domain and
have associated updatingequations. For the perfect conductor boundary condition the
updating equation is to set the fields to zero. For the FML boundary condition the updat
ing equations are the discretizedMaxwell equations for an anisotropic magnetic mate
rial. In the case of the first ord^ boundary condition, the updating equations are ones
that involve only five out of the six nearest neighbors. There is no reason why these
boundary condition nodes must be at the edges of the domain. They could be just as
well put anywhere inside the domain and TEMPEST 5.0 allows the user to easily do
this.

The periodic and symmetric boundary conditions do not occupy nodes as do the other
boundary conditions. Instead they "connea" nodes at the edges of the domain to other
nodes within the domain.
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CHAPTER 5 Example Simulations

An ongoinggoal in the development of TEMPESTis to be able to simulateever laiger
problems. There are sev^ factors involved in achieving this goal. The most notable
are the continuous improv^ents in cmnputer technology and the continuous develop
ment of electromagnetic simulationtechniques such as the FML boundary condition
which is used to truncatethe domain.The &st sectionof this chapter presents some
simulationresults whichdemonstratethe effectiveness of the PML and its ability to
truncate a domain while the second section presents a large reflectivenotching simula
tion which employs PML and s^es to demonstrate the current overall capability of the
TEMPEST program.

5.1 PML Demonstrations

A thoroughcharacterization of the PML boundarycondition's performanceis a hefty
task. One must measure reflectioncoefficientsof plane waves at many different angles
of incidence, many frequencies, with various thicknesses of PML and various variations
of the PML material properties.Other issues such as nonhomogeneousmaterials adja
cent to the PML and evanescent fleld attenuation further compound the problem. No
attempt is made here to quantify the PML. Only qualitative results are presented.

5.1.1 ID PML

One dimensionalPML (PML which attenuates in only one direction) is often used in
simulations where only the top and bottom faces of the domain are to be isolated while
the remaining side faces employ periodic or symmetric boundary conditions. This
allows the simulationof infiniteplanar surfacesand inteifaces. The following figure
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(Figure 12.), shows three simulations which demonstrate how PML absorbs a single
plane wave at three different angles of incidence.

ID PML Absorbing a Plane wave at 0° Incidence
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ID PML Absorbing a Plane wave at 26° Incidence
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ID PML Absorbing a Plane wave at 60° Incidence
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Figure 12. The left band plots are the electric fields in steady state. The right band plots are the
time averaged electric field amplitudes at the x=30 node. Note bow the standing wave ratio
increases with the angle of incidence implying more reflections for higher angles of incidence.
The "kink" in the fields is centered on the plane of excitation and is due to the bi-directional prop
agation of energy from the plane source.
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The top diagrams in Figure 12. demonstrate absorption of a normally incident (z -
directed) plane wave. The left hand side diagram shows the instantaneous steady state
electric field in the zx plane and the right diagram shows a vertical cutline of the electric
field amplitude at the node x = 30 (right up the middle of the left diagram). The almost
perfectly straight vertical line in the right diagram shows that no standing wave has
developed and also shows how the field decays within the PML at the top and the bot
tom.

The diagrams in the middle and at the bottom show cases for plane waves approaching
at oblique angles. Note that a standing wave pattern begins to develop at higher angles
of incidence indicating diat the PML is not perfectly reflectionless.

5.1.2 2D PML and 3D PML

The following 2D simulation (Figure 13.). demonstrates the effectiveness of 2D PML
(in the edge regions) and the use of planar segment excitation.

Figure 14. is a 3D simulation of a point source in free space. The PML absorbing
boundary condition is used to truncate the domain. This demonstrates ID, 2D and 3D
PML. The topogr^hy (with the boundary conditions included) is similar to that illus
trated in Figure 11.,Ch^ter4 and the cutplane where the electric field is being observed
is an zx cuq)lane passing through the excited node.

2D PML with Planar Segment Source
Topography (material /) <|E|''2>

^1, , fsxaxis (nodes) 21 , f , 60xaxis (nodes)

Figure 13. The left hand figure shows the topography of the simulation • fiee space with PML at
the edges of the domain. Note that the comer regions are 2D PML. The right hand plot is the
intensity. Note that a planar segment excitation was used. Note how there are no visible reflections
from the domain edges - PML appears to be working well.
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3D PML with Point Source

•• • A-.- •"• _

X axis (nodes) z axis (nodes)

Figure 14. The electric field from a z-directed point source. Note how the ripples in the surface
just "die out" at the edges of the domain where the PML is.

PML at Material Interface

Often, two or more materials are present on a single face of the domain. If this face is to
be in contact with PML, then the PML must match whichever material it is next to. The
following simulation (Figure 15.) shows PML matched across an air-resist interface.
Note that no reflections from any of the domain edges are apparent.

5.2 Reflective Notching Simulation

The final demonstration is a reflective notching simulation. The topography (Figure 16.)
consists of a reflective nickel topography at the bottom, resist with a non-horizontal sur
face angle, and air at the top. The illumination is a rectangular image projected down
through the resist and down onto the nickel surface. TEMPEST was asked to output the
steady state electric field intensity in the yz cutplane at the side wall of the illumination
(Figure 17.). The uniformity of the electric field intensity inside the resist is of concern.
TEMPEST was used to see how closely the exposure of the resist matches the projec
tion of the rectangular object

This simulation demonstrates many of the features of TEMPEST 5.0. First and fore
most, TEMPEST'S ability to solve large problems in a reasonable amount of time is
demonstrated. The domain size is 76 by 334 by 200 = 5.0768 million nodes. The TEM
PEST 5.0 algorithm requires approximately 150Mbytes of memory and 6 hours on an
Ultra SPARC 2,200MHz wor^tation. Secondly the PML is used at the top and at the y
borders to absorb reflected light heading out of the domain and symmetric boundary
conditions are employed in the x direction effectively making the simulated topography
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Using PML at the Air-Resist Interface
Topography (material I)

PML Matched to Air

FML Matched to Resist

to 20 30 'to
X axis (nodes)

Figure IS. The left band figure shows the topography. The top half of the domain is air and the
bottom half of the domain is resist. The entire domain is surrounded by PML - ID PML at the
faces and 2D PML in the corners. Note that the PML in contact with the air is matched to the air

and the PML in contact with the resist is matched to the resist. From the figure on the right (the
intensity), it appears that this scheme doesn't seem to pose a problem.

a symmetric object. The generalized illumination allows the projection of a defocused
image at the top of the domain which propagates in the downward direction coming to a
focus somewhere inside the resist.

For further details of this particular simulation see [14].
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Symmetric Boundary Condition
Figure 16. The topography is a nickel surface with a comer covered in resist with some tilted
surface angle. The illumination is rectangular and exposes the region of the resist which will
be the trench. The uniformity of the illumination in the trench side walls (plane with normal in
the Xdirection) is of interest.

Air n=l, k=0

Resist (nondispersive)
n=1.68.k=0.02

Nickel Topography (dispersive)
n=1.62.k=2.17

Simulation Result: The Electric Field Intensity
in the yz Plane

Re^Lsl

U
Nickel

Figure 17. This is the electric held intensity in the yz plane at the edge of the illumination. Ideally
the resist should be uniformly illuminated but because of the reflective nickel underneath, stand
ing wave patterns are created. Also complicating the matter are the non-horizontal resist surface
angle and the angled nickel section. Some "streaks" or "ripples" seem to be emanating fri}m the
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CHAPTER 6 Summary

6.1 Overall Program Architecture

The most important improvement to TEMPEST is its new ability to update different
nodes with different updating equations. This enables TEMPEST to simulate a much
broader range of materials (anisotropic, PML, 1st order BC's, dispersive, magnetic).
This is also efficient since more computation time and memory are devoted to only
those nodes which require them.

TEMPEST 5.0 allows the user to have multiple plane and point sources in the simula
tion. This gives the user much more flexibili^ and control over the illumination and
opens up a whole new range of simulation possibilities. Conv^gence checking has been
improved by considering the convergence of the fields throughout the entire dmnain
(rather than in a single plane of nodes) making it less likely for a false convergence to
occur.

A new and promising boundary condition, Perfectly Matched Layers, has been added to
TEMPEST.The boundary condition, along with the basic first order boundary condition
can now be placed anywhere in the domain allowing the simulation of isolated topogra
phies - something not possible in TEMPEST 4.0.

6.2 Other Improvements to TEMPEST

Th^ are many other "spin-off' improvements to TEMPEST not detailed in this report
but worth mentioning:

• Memory Savings - TEMPEST 5.0 uses much less memory than TEMPEST 4.0 for
two reasons. The first and most significant reason is that TEMPEST 5.0 uses a dif
ferent memory structure than TEMPEST 4.0. The second is because for a given
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material type, version 5.0 stores only the necessary field components whereas ver
sion 4.0 stores the same number of field components for each node since all nodes
are updated with updating equations of the same generality.A typical simulation
with TEMPEST 5.0 requires approximately30 bytes/node - approximately a factor
of three better than version 4.0.

Binary Output Format - TEMPEST 5.0 allows the ouqiuts to be written to file in the
binary format which take up consid^bly less space than the vo^ion 4.0's ouqrut
format and are easily imported into software such as MATLAB.

Other minor improvements:

-fixed bug in definitions of Ax andAr,

-removed unnecessary iterationswhile writing ouqrut files,

-refractive index plots are now written to disk before the simulation starts enabling
the user to verify correctness of topography without having to run the entire simula
tion.

6.3 The Future of TEMPEST

One of the main advantages of the Finite Difference Time Domain method is its ease of
parallelizability. Originally, in 1989,TEMPEST was written for a parallel machine [1],
but since then the need for a workstation version was realized and TEMPEST 4.0 was

written for a workstation. Now the increasinglypopular trend is parallel processing over
a network of workstationsand for TEMPEST this has tremendouspotential. Currently a
prototype parallelversion of TEMPEST for workstations is being developed.

TEMPEST 5.0 employs a constantnodal density gridding of the domain. A significant
memorysavingsmay be achievedby allowingmultiplenodal densities.As a general
rule, 15 nodes per wavelengthare required in the most optically dense medium which
may result in significantlymore nodes than necessary in media which are not optically
dense such as air. This waste of nodes might be alleviated if it were possible to assign
differentnodal densities to the air and to the optically dense materials.

TEMPEST 5.0 is also an excellent tool for the further investigation of PML. How do
isolatedsectionsof PMLbehave?Whatabout PMLfor lossy, anisotropic material?
What happenswhenPMLis usedat material interfaces?The answers to theseany many
more questions conceming PML might be found by simulation with TEMPEST.

Currently researchis beingconducted to allowTEMPEST to simulatepartialcoherence
effects [11], surface roughness [15] and multilayer thin film structures.
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